Introduction
Wi-fi networks recently became very popular in home networking and SOHO segment for internet access. Many ISPs install IEEE 802.11 hardware as CPE because it's cheap, fast enough and allows easy last mile network deployment in most situations where cable installation cost is high or even impossible. Nevertheless that wi-fi networks were designed for static use there are several projects and researches trying to use them for mobile users. Newer 802.11n standard with it's MIMO technology, increased working range and data throughout make these tries more real. Of cause there are special standards as 802.11r and 802.11p but those use licensed frequency ranges and thus, potentially, less interesting to mass ISPs than 802.11a/b/g/n working in ISM frequency band. But here we will not consider what technology or standard is better, instead we consider an abstract wireless network model which, possibly, could be applied not only to wireless networks [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
A notable feature of transport wireless networks is that AP (Access Point or server in further considerations) communicates with several mobile clients (vehicles) simultaneously. A group of vehicles appearing in server working range causes an abrupt increase of server load [1] . Server itself has limited bandwidth (e.g. 54 Mbps in 802.11g network) and processing capacity (CPU is pretty slow in most servers and RAM can hold limited number of connections). It's obvious that server is not able to process all simultaneously arriving requests not to say that the air is half duplex media. Thus some mobile clients have to wait for their requests to be processed while others are communicating with server. This significantly slows down processing of client data. Considering the fact that a vehicle stays in server coverage for a pretty short time (about 20 seconds if vehicle speed is 100 km/h and server coverage diameter is 300 meters) such processing delays can affect the whole network. Further increase of incoming connection requests can overflow buffer memory and thus we'll have packet loss and unreliable service as a result.
Above described facts resulted in raising the problem of investigating the transient time or relaxation time -the time needed for a system to enter stationary mode -of a system with wireless access under an abrupt load jump. Analytical solve for this problem is possible only if incoming request flow will have Poisson characteristics and request processing time will obey an exponential distribution as in M/M/1 system. But according to our previous research on wireless network traffic it appeared that packet flow arriving at server is self-similar [2] . Thus the only way to analyze server behavior in transient mode under self-similar traffic is imitation modeling and further analytical analysis.
The aim of this article is to find which analytical equation can be used to find relaxation time if we know server load and self-similarity degree of input traffic.
Modeling and results
In [1] we have modeled a pair of open loop systems with one processing device or server. First system was plain old M/M/1 but the other had self-similar input generated with the help of Pareto distribution and was called P/M/1. We used Hurst parameter as a well known degree of self-similarity [2] . M/M/1 system modeling was compared with the result given by formula from which gives mean number of requests in the system at any given moment of time. The comparison showed high accuracy in finding relaxation time of such system allowing us to rely on our modeling results of the second system with selfsimilar input. The intensity of arrivals was adopted for both systems to be equal for honest comparison.
Modeling results show the mean number of requests in the system as time goes (Fig. 1) .
It's clearly seen that queue size is bigger and relaxation time is longer for system with self-similar input traffic even under such not stress condition.
Collecting modeling results of P/M/1 system with different load and Hurst parameters we get Fig. 2 . where we already can see how relaxation time changes depending on server load and self-similarity degree. 
Analytical estimation
By analytical estimation we mean finding formula which will fit best our experimental modeling results. Such estimation could be called regression or non linear fit. We performed this analysis using Labplot software which gives the ability to define any formula for experimental data fitting. As there are countless number of different formulas to try it was decided to stop on several simple well known formulas which would allow fast and easy computation of relaxation time. The chose fell on linear as the most simple, exponential, logarithmic and Verhulst equations. The later was chosen because it was determined at a glance that it could probably fit well our experimental data. Goodness of fit was determined by smallest chi square parameter which basically is squared sum of differences between the formula and the data allowing to see how close the formula approximates the data. Comparative results of chi square values we have put in Table. 1. Exponential, f(x) = a*exp(-b*x)+c 3.39007e+07 2.43968e+07 2.37445e+07 6.01641e+07
Logarithmic, f(x) = a+b*ln(x) 2.93136e+08 3.8451e+08 2.80594e+08 1.42546e+08
Verhulst, f(x) = (a*b* exp(c*x)) / (a + b*(exp(c*x) -1)) 8.68669e+06 4.75526e+06 1.92941e+07 3.33734e+07
From Table 1 it's clearly seen that Verhulst formula gives the closest approximation. Here U is server utilization or load coefficient -higher value means higher load, a, b and c are formula parameters. Verhulst curve can adopt very close to our data in most cases what is seen on Fig. 3-Fig. 6 . Estimated parameters for Verhulst formula are given in Table 2 .
Although Table 2 gives us estimated parameters for the fitting formula these are not a common solution to the problem. To find a common solution modeling results should be improved to give more than 10 points to fit for better statistical analysis. Finding common solution is the next problem to be solved.
Table 2. Estimated Verhulst parameters

Conclusions
In this article we have analyzed what formula can be used for finding system relaxation time depending on what server load is and how high is input traffic self-similarity degree. We have found that the best result is achieved with Verhulst equation. Current solution doesn't allow to find relaxation time with arbitrary input parameters but only those which are analyzed. To be able to use arbitrary input parameters common solution should be find which is the next problem.
